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FADE IN:

EXT. OCEAN - NIGHT

Across the inky swell, a river of moonlight cuts a path to a

lonely fishing tug drifting with the tide. THE MERRY WIDOW.

INT. MERRY WIDOW GALLEY - NIGHT

A light bulb waltzes with the sway of the boat. Three shabby

Irish fishermen unwind after dinner, playing cards.

The eldest and scruffiest (the SKIPPER) reveals his hand to a

young deckhand (GREG). Read 'em and weep.

GREG

You can't be serious?

Laughing, the Skipper unspools himself from the cramped table

as he and ROY, the bloated first-mate, clamber above deck.

GREG

Every bloody night.

EXT. MAIN DECK - NIGHT

Roy and the Skipper check the hauled in nets, until ...

A SILENT ARC OF LIGHT SLICES ACROSS THE SKY.

downwards in a furious trajectory and -BOOM!!



It careens



A mile off their port it collides with the sea.

ROY

Did you see that?

... Yeah.

A flare?



SKIPPER

ROY

The Skipper watches the water.



Unsure.



Greg leaps on deck brandishing a clutch of cards.

GREG

Ye cheated! There's five aces!

counted 'em!

The Skipper brushes past Greg, distracted.

SKIPPER

Secure the lines.



I
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Greg looks to Roy.

GREG

Not so funny now, huh?

Roy plucks one of the five aces from Greg's hand and flips it

over. Its backing is red.

ROY

It's from a different deck, ya

muppet.

He sticks it to Greg's damp forehead and carries on as

ordered. Greg turns the remaining aces over. They're blue.

... Shite.



GREG

EXT. OCEAN - NIGHT

Foam rises as bubbles crest violently. Closing in, the Merry

Widow casts its searchlight across the churning surf.

INT. PILOTHOUSE / EXT. OCEAN

The Skipper steers carefully, holding a radio mic.

SKIPPER

(into mic)

Haven Point. Haven Point. Haven

Point. This is Fishing tug Merry

Widow. Call sign echo whiskey

niner ait fife. Position five

nautical miles west of Erin Island.

Responding to unknown distress

flare. Over.

The Skipper pulls back on the throttle, sloshing to a stop.

He taps the sonar screen.



A hazy shadow engulfs the readout.



SKIPPER

Definitely something ...

ROY (O.S.)

Over there!

Roy shines his flashlight over the rail.

ROY

There's something in the water!

Suddenly Roy wheels overboard, yanked into the murky sea.
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The Skipper drops the mic and rushes to the rail with Greg.

Roy!



SKIPPER

Roy's glowing flashlight bobs in the water.

SKIPPER

Can you see him?!

A hundred yards off on the opposite starboard side, far

behind them, Roy surfaces SCREAMING!

Greg and the Skipper rush to the starboard rail.

Roy's gurgled, tortured cries mist in the air.

The Skipper snaps into action.



Seconds count.



SKIPPER

Don't lose him!

Greg points, fixing Roy's position.

The Skipper grabs a lifebuoy, lights it up and throws.

SKIPPER

Roy! Don't panic, mate.

the buoy!



Swim for



GREG

C'mon, Roy, kick!

Roy's head strains the surface, his arms flailing in agonised

spasms ...

... And then silence as he goes under.

sloshes and laps against the hull.



The sound of water



The Skipper stares hopelessly at the water.

hand trembles. He lowers it.



Greg's pointed



The Skipper shoves a lifejacket into Greg's chest.

Put it on.



SKIPPER

GREG

What happened?

SKIPPER

Just do it, boy.

Greg does, fumbling.
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The Skipper loads a flare gun and aims it overhead -- WHOOSH!

The glowing red beacon graffities the starry sky.

COASTGUARD (O.S.)

(via radio)

Merry Widow. Merry Widow. This is

Coastguard Haven Point. Please

respond. Over.

SKIPPER

Radio a mayday!

(off Greg's hesitation)

Move!

Greg scrambles back to the helm -INT. PILOTHOUSE / MAIN DECK - INTERCUT

-- and snatches the radio mic.

GREG

(into mic)

Mayday-Mayday-Mayday.

(searches chart)

Merry Widow, uh, echo whiskey niner

ait fife. Man overboard. Man

overboard. Emergency assistance

required. Position -The Skipper scans the glassy sea with a flashlight.

ROY?!



SKIPPER

ROY?!



Subtly at first, the buoy's bight of rope twinges.

Skipper sees it. His eyes narrow --- it jerks like a fishing line.

reels it in.



The



The Skipper grabs it and



SKIPPER

C'mon, Roy, mate. Fight.

UNDERWATER

The buoy's rope moves towards the boat.

INT. PILOTHOUSE - NIGHT

Suddenly the trawler keels steeply.

for support as debris rains on him.

GREG

Jesus Christ!



Greg grips the fittings
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COASTGUARD (O.S.)

Received Mayday, Merry Widow.

Emergency rescue team dispatched.

How many aboard? Over.

Water laps over Greg's feet as the boat rights itself.

surveys the flooded deck. The Skipper's gone.



Greg



GREG

(into mic)

Please hurry.

COASTGUARD (O.S.)

Hold your position, Merry Widow,

rescue chopper on its way. Over.

Greg drops the mic and edges outside.

EXT. MAIN DECK - NIGHT

The deck swims with water.

Skipper?



Greg holds his breath, listening.



GREG

The abandoned C.B. mic swings to and fro.



Almost playfully.



COASTGUARD (O.S.)

Merry Widow, how many aboard?

Over.

Greg rounds the pilothouse, breathing heavily.

Suddenly what looks like a weird, headless black snake feels

its way towards his boots. Greg turns and bolts.

He scrambles to the stern amongst the nets and snatches a

gutting-knife with both hands.

Trapped against the rail, panting, he prays for help but --- HE'S DRAGGED OVERBOARD.

cascades into the sea.



His legs round in the air as he



EXT. OCEAN - NIGHT

Just beyond the Merry Widow, he surfaces gasping.

Oh Jesus.

He's gone.



GREG

Oh Jesus.



Oh Jes--
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EXT. OCEAN - NIGHT

In the moonlight the isolated Merry Widow reposes mournfully.

G



R



A



B



B



E



R



S



INT. LIVING ROOM - MORNING

CIARÁN O'SHEA lies face down on a sofa. His bed for the

night. He gropes a dry bottle of whiskey as a mobile phone

RINGS. He stirs awake. It's no surprise he looks like

shite, but to be fair he's not bad looking after a wash.

O'SHEA

Uh ... Yeah?

Someone we'll meet later as SGT KENIFICK replies.

KENIFICK'S VOICE

(via speaker phone)

O'Shea, I take it you've left

already because if you haven't,

you're late. That ferry gets in at

nine.

O'Shea rises, eyes closed.



Mouth dry.



KENIFICK'S VOICE

Where are you?

O'SHEA

... On the way.

KENIFICK'S VOICE

So you're in the car?

O'SHEA

... Yeah ...

KENIFICK'S VOICE

So you're driving while on the

phone?!

... No.



O'SHEA

KENIFICK'S VOICE

In the name of God, I don't b-O'Shea hangs up and drops his whiskey bottle in a bin where

it CLATTERS with yesterday's bottle, and the day before's.
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EXT. O'SHEA'S HOUSE - MORNING

An isolated house at the foothills of a mountain.

Garda patrol jeep leaves the scene and --



A white



EXT. MOUNTAIN ROAD - MORNING

-- rambles along the sunny coast.

very hungover, droopy eyed Garda.



At the wheel, O'Shea is a



EXT. ERIN ISLAND - MORNING

Lush green hills and whitewashed bungalows, pastel beaches

and multi-coloured fishing boats. Enchanting.

EXT. MARINA FERRY DOCK - DAY

Colourful crowds of FAMILIES (TEENS, KIDS, PARENTS) file onto

the MAINLAND FERRY as it lies moored in the harbour.

GARDA LISA NOLAN hustles through the masses dragging a

trolley bag and passing a sign that reads:

OILEÁN ÉIRINN, CÉAD MÍLE FÁILTE

Welcome to Erin Island

Lisa opens a map and wrestles with it in the wind.

defeated, it blows out of her hands.

Shit!



Soon



LISA

She chases it as if running down a mugger but it lifts

skyward and twirls haughtily in the air.

Suddenly inching towards her, driving with all the panache of

an abandoned shopping trolley, comes O'Shea. Bleary-eyed and

hunched over, he drops his window before her.

Well?



O'SHEA

LISA

Howya. O'Shea, is it? Ciarán?

spoke on the phone. I'm Garda

Nolan, Lisa.



We



O'SHEA

You're not serious?

She considers his bedraggled appearance.

wants to vomit on her.



He looks like he
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LISA

Yeah, well. Just being polite.

O'SHEA

Are ya gettin' in or what?

LISA

I have a bag.

He pops the boot and gazes back at the road, waiting.

EXT. ROAD - DAY

Tyres SPLASH and CRASH in the war against potholes.

EXT. MOUNTAIN ROAD - DAY

The jeep follows the mountain road ...

INT. PATROL JEEP - DAY

Wincing, O'Shea hugs the wheel feeling every agonising bump.

A locket of Lisa's slick ponytail comes undone. She quickly

yanks it back giving herself a face lift in the process.

O'Shea belches under his breath and Lisa flinches.

a packet of mints from her bag.



She pulls



LISA

Would you like a mint?

O'Shea stares at them, then at her.



Barely reading the road.



O'SHEA

Nah thanks, they give me heartburn.

He belches again as they jostle over another pothole. Lisa

drops her window and her hair erupts in the sea breeze.

EXT. GARDA STATION - DAY

O'Shea and Lisa arrive at the station.



Home from home.



EXT. BEACH - DAY

Across the grassy dunes, DR JIM GLEESON walks his dog. For a

health practitioner, he just preaches. He flings a stick for

his eager collie and it gallops over a dune.

Dr Gleeson follows, rising over the hill and stops cold as he

sees across the strand: A POD OF PILOT WHALES LAY BEACHED.
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